STUDY QUESTION: In PGS, does chromosomal constitution differ among trophectoderm (TE) biopsy sites and between them and the inner cell mass (ICM)?
Introduction
Chromosomal mosaicism of an embryo, which is defined as the presence of two or more distinct cell lineages within the embryo, has recently led to a discussion involving the competence of normal pregnancies . Aneuploidy (imbalance of chromosome dosage) has been long-shown to be one of the main factors affecting the success rate of IVF (Greco et al., 2014) . Aneuploidy is also known to be a common cause of miscarriage during early gestation (Maxwell et al., 2016) . Pure aneuploidies are mostly driven by errors occurring during maternal meiosis of oocytes, the prevalence of which rises with increasing maternal age (Demko et al., 2016) . Unlike the meiotic aneuploidy uniformly presenting in whole embryos and affecting further development adversely, low-rate aneuploidy (mosaicism) has been reported with diverse clinical penetrance and could still result in a live birth (Greco et al., 2015) .
The primary origin of embryonic mosaicism has been attributed to mitotic errors occurring during the post-zygotic stage (Delhanty et al., 1997; Munné et al., 2002) . Improper segregation of chromosomes caused by mitotic non-disjunction is the most frequent mechanism underlying embryonic mosaicism (Gueye et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2014; Capalbo et al., 2017) , followed by other rare causes, such as anaphase lagging (Coonen et al., 2004; Capalbo et al., 2013) and endoreplication or endo-deletion (Fox and Duronio, 2013) . Because the time of occurrence of mitotic errors and the fate of aneuploid lineages determine the mosaicism in a preimplantation embryo, the clinical outcomes of mosaics may change with many variables, including aneuploidy distribution, affected chromosome length, involved chromosomes and aneuploid percentage (Capalbo et al., 2017) . However, the actual causes of these mitotic errors in the early-stage embryos were not clearly defined and some researchers believe that they could be a consequence of environmental effects during IVF Fragouli et al., 2017; Wells et al., 2017) .
Currently, PGS involving Day 5 trophectoderm (TE) biopsies and comprehensive chromosome screening (CCS) has become more frequent in reproductive medicine. Compared to Day 3 blastomere biopsies in cleavage-stage embryos, TE biopsies are expected to provide more accurate information and less damage (Schoolcraft et al., 2010; Gutierez-Mateo et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2013) . Through the PGS examination of chromosome materials in blastocysts, the aneuploidies generated from both the meiotic and mitotic origins can be detected. Mosaicism occurs, but to a lesser extent in blastocysts than cleavage-stage embryos (Johnson et al., 2010) .
Mosaics with a diploid and aneuploid mixture (low-rate aneuploidy) account for~10% of total blastocysts (Fragouli et al., 2011) .
Mosaicism can be categorized into the general or confined mosaicism based on the distribution area of chromosomal discrepancy. General mosaicism is defined as the presence of two or more cell lines throughout the entire embryo, and could be the result of a very early mitotic event. In contrast, confined mosaicism is restricted to a particular area of an embryo, and could be due to events during later development . A clinical example is confined placental mosaicism (CPM), which shows different chromosomal constitutions between the fetus and the placenta, with an estimated incidence of 1-2% (Kalousek et al., 1992) . Applying a similar philosophy to a blastocyst scale, the chromosomal discrepancy between the inner cell mass (ICM) and TE can also be defined as confined mosaicism, which would affect the accuracy of PGS diagnosis. Accordingly, the current detection of mosaicism is challenged by two facets. The biological facet involves the distribution of different cell lineages in a blastocyst, the incidence of confined mosaicism, and the possibility of reciprocal aneuploidies in sampled cells. Whether or not the cells with different chromosomal components are distributed randomly throughout the TE or unevenly allocated in an area of the embryo is unclear. Information pertaining to confined mosaicism in human blastocysts is important for the representative value of a biopsied sample and is currently limited; thus, further studies are warranted. With respect to the technical facet, PCR artifacts derived from the CCS process and the masking which occurs as a result of statistical smoothing algorithms during data analysis are taken into consideration (Scott and Galliano, 2016; Chen et al., 2017; Treff and Franasiak, 2017) .
Regarding the issue of confined mosaicism, comparisons of the ploidies between the TE and ICM have been reported. In a small study involving 10 embryos with array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) screening, the concordance between TE and ICM was reported to be as high as 100% (Fragouli et al., 2008) . Using the same approach, Johnson et al. (2010) demonstrated that the concordance of TE and ICM was 96.1% in 51 blastocysts, which were mostly euploid (80%) and recruited from patients with an average age of 31 years. Of note, the methodological limitations of aCGH and the mostly euploid samples may affect the results of such comparisons of TE and ICM. Because aCGH is unable to detect low-rate aneuploidy or trivial segmental aneuploidy, some confined mosaicisms could be missed (Lai et al., 2017) . Furthermore, chromosomal mosaicism tends to occur in aneuploid embryos rather than euploids, and includes aneuploid TE with euploid ICM, inconsistent anomalies between the TE and ICM, or euploid TE with aneuploid ICM . Thus, a more precise CCS system and analysis of embryos with different ploidies are needed.
In 2014, next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology was gradually applied to PGS (Wells et al., 2014; Fiorentino et al., 2014a and 2014b) , and it allows the embryo aneuploidy to be detected in single cells using a rapid low-pass whole genome sequencing methodology (Wells et al., 2014) . With proper adaption of NGS to the diagnosis of TE ploidy, blastocysts can be classified as aneuploid, euploid or lowrate aneuploid (diploid/aneuploid mosaic), and an embryo is further scored by the percentage of aneuploidy to determine its transfer priority . With use of the PGS/NGS, the biological factors affecting detection of mosaicism can be re-evaluated in greater detail. Thus, we conducted an investigation of chromosomal discrepancies among different biopsied sites (TE opposite to the ICM, TE near to the ICM and the ICM itself). Using a high-resolution PGS/NGS platform (Veriseq NGS), the aneuploidy of each biopsied fraction was displayed as a percentage, and the distribution of karyotypically distinct cells was assessed according to this ratio. Based on the present study, the distribution of cells with different chromosomal components in distinct biopsy sites of the TE and ICM was evaluated. The proportion of inconsistent PGS conclusions between the TE and ICM due to confined mosaicism was analyzed, and the type of confined mosaicism was determined.
Materials and Methods

Study design
The study was approved by the Ethics Reviewing Committee of National Taiwan University Hospital. Thirty-three donated blastocysts were obtained from 12 volunteer patients who underwent PGS. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The donated blastocysts were biopsied at the following three sites: TE opposite to the ICM, TE near the ICM and the ICM. Then the biopsies were analyzed using a Veriseq NGS platform, and chromosomal discrepancies among the three fractions were analyzed.
Study subjects
All patients were from the outpatient department of a private fertility center (Hsinchu, Taiwan). The patients underwent individualized stimulation protocols for IVF/ICSI (Wang et al., 2016; Hwang et al., 2018) . The blastocysts used in the study were surplus embryos from patients who achieved successful live births. Full consent was required prior to obtaining donated blastocysts for research. The embryos were cryopreserved on culture Day 5 and had not undergone previous aneuploidy diagnosis. They were morphologically graded according to the Gardner and Schoolcraft system (Gardner and Schoolcraft, 1999) . Only the embryos with an ICM grading ≥ B and with a distinctly cellular TE grading ≥ C were thawed for the study.
Embryo thawing and disaggregation
The embryos were vitrified using the Cryotech Vitrification kit (Cryotech, Tokyo, Japan). The studied embryos were thawed using a Cryotech Warming kit, then cultured in one-step human embryo culture media (Global, LifeGlobal, Guilford, CT, USA) until full expansion was reached. During the biopsy procedure, 5-10 cells for TE and~10 cells for ICM were aspirated using a biopsy pipette (Origio, Måløv, Denmark), then mechanically separated by shearing force between the biopsy and holding pipettes. The blastocysts were biopsied at sites opposite to the ICM (TE1), near the ICM (TE2) and within the ICM ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). The biopsied fractions were then washed twice in sterile 1X phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) solution (Cell Signaling Technologies, Danvers, MA, USA) containing 1% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). The washed fractions were gently transferred into a 0.2-ml PCR tube with 2.5 μl of PBS/PVP solution and stored at −20°C for whole genome amplification (WGA).
Cell lysis, WGA and product quantification
The biopsies were thawed for WGA, and underwent the lysis, random fragmentation, and subsequently amplification by using the Sureplex WGA method (Sureplex; Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) following the manufacturer's protocol. Succinctly, the biopsies were lysed with Sureplex cell extraction master mix; and the released DNAs were fragmented and initially amplified using Sureplex pre-amplification cocktail; and finally the Sureplex amplification cocktail was added for the amplification. A dsDNA high-sensitivity (HS) Assay Kit (Qubit ® ; Life Technologies, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to quantify the concentration of 10× diluted amplified products.
NGS analysis
The amplified product from each sample proceeded to the library preparation according to the manufacturer's guidelines of VeriSeq PGS (Illumina). In brief, the diluted DNA was fragmented, tagged, and then underwent a dual-indexed sequencing. Then the products were purified by using a size selection and normalized to equalize the quantity of each sample. The final products were pooled, denatured and sequenced using the Miseq Reagent Kit (v.3; Illumina) on a Miseq System (Illumina). The generated bioinformatics data were analyzed using the BlueFuse Multi Software (Illumina). The samples were distinguished if a median chromosomal copy number deviated from the default copy number, and a possible gain (trisomy) or loss (monosomy) of autosomal chromosomes would be displayed as a copy number >2 or <2, respectively. Additional details regarding the Veriseq NGS procedures and determinations of copy number analyzed on BlueFuse Multi Software have been published previously (Fiorentino et al., 2014b) . Of the segmental aneuploidy, it needed manual identification when a chromosome fragment deviated from the default copy number of euploidy (automated calls generated by BlueFuse Multi). Based on the previous scientific reports and the individual resolution of each sample, chromosomal imbalances above 10 Mb were defined as segmental aneuploidy in the study (Sermon et al., 2016; Vera-Rodríguez et al., 2016) .
Internal validation of mosaicism and ploidy determination
The PGS conclusion of each sample was based on the aneuploid percentage, which was adjusted by a validation curve derived from a mixing experiment with aneuploid/diploid amniotic stem cell lines (Supplementary  Table S1 ). Before establishing the validation curve, we conducted an experiment to define the false positive rate for predicting mosaicism when no mosaicism exists by using the amniotic stem cell line with normal karyotype (AF02, Bioresource Collection and Research Center, Hsinchu, Taiwan) (Tsai et al., 2007) . Each tested sample contained five cells (to model a TE biopsy level of cells) and underwent the same Sureplex WGA and following Veriseq NGS analysis as applied to the studied samples. The data showed that no false-positive condition was observed in the 10 replicates, and thus the false positive rate in each chromosome was 0% (0/10). Of the validation curve, two cell lines were mixed: AF01 and AF02 (Supplementary Table S1 ). The trisomy 21 cell line (AF01), was serially diluted with the diploid cell line (AF02) in the following proportion: 100, 80, 60, 50, 40, 20, 10 and 0% of aneuploidy, in which the total number of cells was 10. The mosaic model was amplified and tested on the Veriseq NGS platform in triplicate. According to the obtained data of simulating chromosomal mosaicism, the lowest aneuploid percentage detectable was 20% (mean 2.19 copies, standard deviation, SD = 0.035), while the highest mosaicism identifiable was 80% (mean 2.83 copies, SD = 0.095). Thus, the euploid range was defined as below 20% aneuploidy; aneuploid range was above 80% aneuploidy; and the range between 20 and 80% aneuploidy was diploid/aneuploid mosaic.
Determinations of confined mosaicism
Confined mosaicism is defined as mosaicism in either the TE or the ICM. Blastocysts having euploid TE with mosaic ICM, as well as mosaic TE with euploid ICM or with aneuploid ICM, might be transferred and could result in a PGS discrepancy in clinical practice. Additionally, the blastocysts of aneuploid TE with mosaic ICM may represent a biological source of false positives, with the potential to affect the clinical outcome of IVF treatment and lower the cumulative live birth rate. By contrast, blastocysts with inconsistent anomalies between the TE and ICM would not be transferred. Therefore, aneuploid-to-aneuploid mosaicism will not be discussed in this study.
Statistical analysis
The count data are presented as percentages, and the continuous data as averages with SDs. Comparisons of percentage distributions between the groups were analyzed by Chi-square or Fisher's exact test. Significant differences were defined as a P-value <0.05. All of the analyses were generated using scientific GraphPad software (Prism; GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA).
Results
Patient profile
The patient profile was shown in Supplementary Table SII. Overall, 12 women were 26-43 years of age (mean age, 34.4 years), and included 2 patients with severe male factor, 4 at advanced maternal age (≥36 years), 2 with repeated implantation failure, 3 donated-oocyte recipients for single embryo transfer and 1 with an inherited chromosomal abnormality. A total of 33 surplus embryos were obtained, and 99 fractions were biopsied for the study. The unsuccessful extraction rate is 4.04% (4/99).
Similar euploid rates among three distinct biopsies
Thirty-three blastocysts were biopsied at three distinct positions: TE1 (opposite to the ICM), TE2 (near the ICM) and within the ICM (Supplementary Fig. S1 ). An overview result of ploidy is shown in Table I . For 29 embryos, we successfully extracted the DNAs from all three fractions; amplification failed in the TEs or ICM of four embryos. Of the Veriseq NGS result per fraction, neither TEs nor ICM displayed significantly higher euploid rates: TE1, 32% (10/31); TE2, 30% (10/ 33); and ICM, 29% (9/31) (P = 0.72). In the studied embryos, the majority were the group with more than one aneuploidy, and the second was euploid group.
Similar consistency of ploidy among different TE fractions and ICM
The concordance assessment of ploidy between two TE fractions, and between each TE fraction and ICM, are shown in Table II . No remarkable difference was observed between the TE biopsy sites in their overall ploidy consistency with the ICM: TE1-to-ICM, 86% (25/29) versus TE2-to-ICM, 90% (26/29), P= 1.0. Too few mosaic embryos were available to draw meaningful conclusions. The consistency of the aneuploid pattern, was similar among the different biopsy sites: TE1-to-TE2, 38% (11/29) versus TE1-to-ICM, 35% (10/29) versus TE2-to-ICM, 35% (10/29), P = 0.95. Table III shows the detailed PGS results in each biopsy site from 29 blastocysts. Nine patients had more than one embryo biopsied (75%) (9/12): four of them had one embryo with confined mosaicism between TE and ICM (33%) (4/12); two had only pure aneuploid embryos (17%) (2/12); and three had both the pure euploid/aneuploid embryos (25%) (3/12). The other three patients had only one embryo for the biopsy, and their embryos were all pure aneuploid (25%) (3/12). The ploidy of embryos shows different within the individuals. According to the aneuploid percentage in each fraction of the three diploid/aneuploid mosaic blastocysts (189-4 C, 717-6 C and 500-4 C), the euploid lineage displayed no preferential allocation. Moreover, of the embryos containing aneuploid lineages, a predominant aneuploidy was often observed among all the fractions within the same blastocyst. Thus, the chromosomal aneuploidies were mostly consistent rather than reciprocal in a particular embryo, with the exception of embryo 854-1 C.
No preferential allocation of euploid lineage
PGS discrepancy caused by confined mosaicism
An overview diagrams of embryos with different types of mosaicism is summarized in Fig. 1 . Eight euploid embryos and 15 aneuploid embryos resulted in consistent PGS conclusions for the TE and ICM fractions (Types 1 and 2). Of note, the actual chromosomal constitutions of each fraction within an embryo may not have been completely uniform in the above-mentioned 15 aneuploids because the aneuploid type or percentage of aneuploidy could be different (Table III) , but no discrepancy of PGS conclusions in the same embryo occurred. Two embryos contained both the mosaic TE and mosaic ICM, and thus were categorized as general mosaicism: 189-4 C and 717-6 C, 7% (2/ 29) (Type 3 Eu, euploid. Where aneuploidy is present the chromosomes affected at the biopsy site are shown by number, if aneuploidy is present in all cells (defined as >80% aneuploidy) no percentage is shown but where the aneuploidy is mosaic (defined as 20-80% aneuploidy) the % aneuploidy is shown in parentheses. a The morphology of blastocysts is graded after Gardner and Schoolcraft (1999). b With respect to the inner cell mass (see Supplementary Fig. S1 ). c Confined mosaicism is defined as inconsistent PGS conclusions between the TE and ICM within the same embryo. Embryos with inconsistent chromosomal ploidies but consistent PGS conclusions of the different biopsies, are not included. Fig. 1 , two types of inconsistent PGS conclusions between the TE and ICM due to confined mosaicism were observed (Types 4 and 5), and thus the overall rate of confined mosaicism was 14% (4/29). The example copy number plot for each type of mosaicism depicted in Fig. 1 was displayed in Supplementary Fig. S2 .
Discussion
A concordance assessment between the three different biopsy sites in the same blastocyst was performed using the high-resolution Veriseq NGS. Based on the concordance analysis of TEs-to-ICM, no preferential allocation of the euploid lineage within a blastocyst was found, and thus the euploid rate was similar between TEs and ICM. Also, biopsy sites in the TE near to or far from the ICM, showed a similar chromosomal consistency rate, suggesting that the cells with different chromosomal components may spread randomly throughout the TE. Therefore, single biopsy samples from the TE are equally representative whether taken near to or far from the ICM. In addition, two types of PGS discrepancy between TE and ICM due to confined mosaicism were observed in the study, and their combined prevalence was 14%.
According to the present results, two forms of confined mosaicism could lead to the different reproductive issues: (i) confined mosaicism involving mosaic TE with euploid ICM (3%), which may result in normal embryos not being considered useful for transfer and being discarded; and (ii) confined mosaicism involving euploid TE with mosaic ICM (3%) or mosaic TE with aneuploid ICM (7%), which may lead to abnormal embryos being selected for transfer and to adverse clinical outcomes. The above-mentioned embryos were clearly of the aneuploid lineage, but detection could have been missed due to sampling bias. Aneuploid-to-aneuploid mosaicism was not discussed in this study, because the embryo would never be selected for transfer. General mosaicism involving both euploid and aneuploid lineages throughout the entire blastocyst was also observed (7%), and transfer of these embryos in clinical practice should be a concern due to the unknown effect during pregnancy. Furthermore, there were two embryos with higher percentages of mosaic aneuploidy in the TE (60-70% aneuploidy), and both embryos contained an aneuploid ICM (>80% aneuploidy), suggesting that the embryo with a higher percentage of mosaic aneuploidy in the TE biopsy should be ranked with lower priority in the clinical transfer because the chromosomal constitution of these embryos more likely had a severely abnormal pattern. Since the mosaic embryos are currently considered useful for transfer and are transferred resulting in healthy births (Greco et al., 2015) , the correlation between the aneuploid percentage and transfer outcomes in mosaic embryos needs a further investigation.
Some authors considered the preferential allocation of euploid lineage in TE (Mantikou et al., 2012; Bazrgar et al., 2013) . In the present study, no signs of preferential allocation of a euploid lineage were noted in the blastocysts, which implies a possible random distribution of cell lineages within an embryo. Therefore, the site of biopsy in the TE layer is not crucial for concordance with the ICM, while the incidence of confined mosaicism between the TE near to and far from the ICM were similar (14 versus 10%, P = 1.0).
Biologically, an early-stage aneuploid event occurring during mitosis could adversely affect embryo development and lead to arrest; however, the capacity of a cleavage-stage embryo containing an aneuploid lineage to develop normally could depend on the type of aneuploidy, the proportion of aneuploid blastomeres or occurrence of a correction. Mechanisms during mitosis by which chromosomal mosaicism can occur are: (i) non-disjunction: failure of sister chromatid separation; (ii) anaphase lagging: failure of a single chromatid incorporating into the nucleus; (iii) endo-replication: duplication of a chromosome without cell division; and (iv) trisomy rescue: trisomy rescue of meiotic errors occurring during the mitotic stage through anaphase lagging. In Figure 1 The types of concordance and non-concordance between trophectoderm (TE) and the inner cell mass (ICM) observed in the study. situation (i), a pair of cells with monosomy and triosomy would be created; in situation (ii), a pair of cells with monosomy and disomy would be created; in situation (iii), a pair of cells with trisomy and disomy would be created; and in situation (iv), a pair of cells with trisomy and uniparental disomy would be created . Nevertheless, some embryos with such aneuploid cells could still grow into the blastocysts (Bielanska et al., 2002) . A predominant aneuploidy is often observed within all the biopsied fractions in the same blastocyst according to the results shown in our study. This predominant aneuploidy could be a consequence of an early aneuploid event occurring in the meiotic origin or in the very beginning of embryo cleavage, and then be tolerated by several cell-cycle checkpoints. During the following mitotic process, more malsegregations could be introduced, and thus divergent aneuploid patterns involving a predominant aneuploidy are formed in the blastocyst stage (Maurer et al., 2015) . The aneuploid-aneuploid mosaicism could be observed in this condition. In contrast, if an aneuploid event occurs during the later stages in rare cells of an embryo, and the cell death or reduced proliferation of this aneuploid lineage restricted distribution to a further extent in later development, the blastocyst stage could involve a simply low-rate aneuploid pattern, which diploid-aneuploid mosaicism could be observed.
The fate of mosaicism is an uncertain issue with respect to preimplantation and prenatal testing. Although the incidence of mosaicism in preimplantation embryos is 15-90% depending on the embryo stages or detection tools, the incidence of mosaicism in post-implantation embryos was much lower . Accordingly, the mosaicism rate is 1-2% in chronic villous sampling, which is mostly confined to the placenta (Battaglia et al., 2014; Malvestiti et al., 2015) . In amniocentesis, the mosaicism rate has been reported to be merely 0.2%, which could not be confirmed at birth (Winsor et al., 1999) . Additionally, a mouse model of chromosomal mosaicism displayed a possible mechanism of aneuploidy rescue by lineage-specific depletion of aneuploid cells: ICM, eliminated by apoptosis; TE, showing severe proliferative defects (Bolton et al., 2016) . These data implied a possible selection against mosaic aneuploidy during the development.
Using the NGS technology in PGS, the identification of diploid/ aneuploid mosaicism in a multi-cellular biopsied sample was significantly improved; however, the accuracy of mosaicism detection in PGS has been challenged by several biological biases, including the possibility of sampling and reciprocal errors (Scott and Galliano, 2016) . The sampling error concerned the representative value of a simple TE biopsy in a blastocyst, and the reciprocal error was related to the possible compromising results of a trisomy/monosomy mixture. In our study, the incidence of inconsistent PGS conclusions between TE and ICM due to sampling error in embryos with confined mosaicism was 13.8%, and the possibility of reciprocal error was 3.4%. Up to 86.2% of the studied embryos exhibited consistent PGS conclusions between the TE and ICM. According to the live births report of mosaic embryo transfer (Greco et al., 2015) , the outcomes were highly diverse in individuals. The prevalence of a confined pattern may exist in these mosaic embryos, and those diagnosed as mosaic in TE could contain a euploid, a mosaic or an aneuploid ICM. The results of present study could correlate with this consideration.
It is noteworthy that the possibility of cell contamination between TE and ICM could not be completely avoided due to the limitations of biopsy manipulation procedures. Of the biological limitations, it is quite possible that when ICM aneuploidy or mosaicism was noted and discrepant from the TE biopsy that those two sampled sites simply did not contain the abnormality, since only two TE biopsy sites were evaluated in this study. The term confined mosaicism implies that the entirety of the embryo was evaluated, but It was not performed here, since we would like to simulate the clinical biopsy procedures. Of the technical limitations, it is critical to temper the interpretation of results as it is well established that intermediate copy numbers can originate from phenomena other than actual mosaicism (i.e. technical artifacts). Using the same platform, Goodrich et al. (2016 Goodrich et al. ( , 2017 detected aneuploidy in mosaic samples, demonstrating the potential of Veriseq NGS-based detection methods to detect aneuploidy in mosaicism within a biopsy. They emphasized the importance of preclinical evaluation of testing criteria prior to clinical implementation, and a balance between sensitivity and specificity to improve detection of mosaicism within preimplantation embryos. As to the internal validation of mosaicism, caution should be used in extrapolating results from standard dilutions of immortalized cell lines to primary cells. The primary cells would be more appropriate for the preclinical validation of Veriseq NGS system to detect mosaicism than the amniotic stem cell lines used in the present study. Moreover, it would be interesting to use SNPs to investigate the detected aneuploidy segment whether the aneuploidy seen is preferentially from one or the other allele or random. Besides, the preliminary result of confined mosaicism rate in the study is affected by the small sample size, and it is mandatory to increase the number of studied sample regarding to statistical power before drawing solid conclusions. To date, it is not clear what reproductive potential is conferred in the circumstance of confined mosaicism, and thus it is worthy of an investigation for the clinical effect.
In conclusion, the current study demonstrated that no preferential allocation of the euploid lineage within a particular blastocyst was observed. Regardless of the biopsy site in the TE near to or far from the ICM, leverage to chromosomal consistency was not shown. Additionally, the incidence of confined mosaicism between the TE and ICM was 14%, and it may cause discrepant conclusions in PGS.
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